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Right Hon. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P.
decorum, he would prove, if ever he became Premier,	j
a kind of Labour Whig, seeking nothing but to curb	i
the  radical   excesses   of his  more  rabid  followers.
This is a mistake due to a confusion between manners
(or methods) on one side and principles on the other.
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald is a Socialist of the Chair
—as much of a doctrinaire as Robespierre or Cobden,
both   men  ready  to   apply  cast-iron   doctrines   of
existence to humanity without any immediate regard
for questions of life and happiness.    That his own
Socialism is growing a trifle demode is nothing but
a new proof of the invariable fate which has always
overtaken the gentlemen of the Left since the Devil,
as the first Radical, discovered that " in the lowest
depth a lower deep still gaping to devour me opens
wide."    It has certainly been a thirty years' march
from Sidney Webb to Trotsky ;  and Mr. MacDonald
has not galloped the whole course swiftly enough.
But what he would of his own volition like to do to
the suffering pe&ple of this country would, I imagine,
be quite sufficiently startling in itself.   Those who think
the Leader of the Opposition a moderate, mistake
the temperament of their 'man.   His very appointment
was the triumph of the intellectual extremism of
the I.L.P. over the plodding moderation of trades
unionism.
But he has declared himself a Constitutionalist. Those who see in this fact a reassurance against the violence of the language used on the Clyde appear to be easily comforted. It is precisely the Socialism of Violence which is most likely to defeat itself. And this is especially the case in England. Only once in the last thousand years has England been subjected to armed r^yolution and to the government
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